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State Calls for More Cuts;
*315,700 To Be Trimmed Here

Congress H ikes
Student A id

Grand Valley faces an additional
$315,700 budget cut for 1980-81,
according to a statement issued by
President Arend D. Lubbers last
week. This comes in addition to the
previously announced $769,000 al
ready cut from the budget of the
fiscal year which began last week.

A t Long Last
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - After
an unprecedented lobbying effort,
some cosmetic facesaving, and a
power struggle between two legisla
tive committees, Congress has finally
passed what one lobbyist called "the
most important student bill of the
year.” The Higher Education Re
authorization Act effectively funds
most federal college programs, in
cluding student financial aid, for the
next five years.
The act, among other things:
*Gradually increases the maxi
mum Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (BEOG) from $1800 to $2600
by 198$.
•Increases maximum funding for
Supplemental Educational Opportun
ity Grants (SEOGs) from $1500 per
student to $2000 per student.
•Requires that students receiving
College-Work Study monies get the
minimum wage.
•Requires that students arc repre
sented on state college planning com
missions.
•Establishes a single application
form for all federal aid programs.
•Raises the interest rates on
National Direct Student Loans
(NDSLs) from three to four percent.
The NDSL interest increase was
the major concession made by higher
education groups in the intense poli
ticking that produced the legislation,
though there were others.
"The higher interest rate will be a
problem for students,” says Joel
Packer of the National Association of
continued on page 3
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According to Lubbers, Grand Val
ley administrators were informed
that all state colleges and universities
would probably have to reduce their
budgets by nearly 10 percent of
1979-80 levels for the period Oct. 1,
1980, through January 1, 1981.
Futher, state budget officials antici
pate that funding for the remaining
months, January through September
1981, would be at 1979-80 levels.
Lubbers stated that GVSC admini
strators had set aside a $240,000
contingency fund for 1980-81, part
TH E CO M EDY TEAM , O'BRIAN AND Savera, 90 through one of their rib-tickling skits. They appeared on cam
of which will be used to offset the
pus Monday. See story on page four (photo by Bob Stofer).
newly-announced cut. Each of the
college's vice-presidents have been
asked to make recommendations for
further reductions, Lubbers said.
"Troublesome as the prospect of a
10
percent budget cut is," Lubbers
444.1 last fall to 337.6 this fall.
Fewer students are attending istrar Lynn M. Bresky.
said,
"the state budget director’s
Scidman’s graduate programs
The result is less tuition revenue
Grand Valley this year than last year,
recommendation for the state budget
dropped
only
.7
percent
in
FTE’s.
and each student, on the average is for the college and increasing budget
At William James College FTE en if Proposal D, the Tisch amendment,
taking fewer credit hours than the av headaches for Grand Valley admin
istrators who have already been in rollment declined 12.5 percent.
erage student did last year.
Graduate and undergraduate FTE en
6,984 students are currently en formed that they must trim the col
rollment at the College of Arts and
lege
budget
substantially
to
counter
rolled, 158 less than last fall, while
Science dipped about 8.7 percent,
decreasing
funding
from
the
state.
full time equivalent students (the
while Kirkhof College experienced a
total number of credits all students
Tuition accounts for about forty modest 5 percent drop from last
sign up for divided by the average
by Susan Collins and Steven Vcrburg
full time load-15.5 credits for under percent of the college's general fund,
graduate, and 13.0 for graduate stu the rest coming from state approp
The Student Senate discussed
Full time equivalent enrollment at
dents. For example, two part time riations.
the Developmental Skills Institute methods of cutting its budget to pro
The
most
serious
drop
in
full
time
students equal one full time equiv
vide funds for a special grant for The
alent student) dropped more drastic equivalent enrollment was in under rose by 11.5 percent from 168.1 last
Lanthorn, but was unable to come to
ally, declining 570.2 from the graduate programs in Seidman fall to 190.5 this fall.
a
decision at its meeting Monday.
Overall
FTE
enrollment
has
drop
5,020.2 FTE’s of last fall, according College of Business and Administra
Senators proposed three formulas
ped
11.4
percent.
tion
where
it
fell
24
percent,
from
to a report released Monday by Reg-

Fall Full-Time Enrollment Drops 11%

passes is far worse.’’ Those recom
mendations call for a complete cut
in state funds to Grand Valley and
11 other state '•ollcges.
"As I sec it," Lubliers continued,
“the best that could possibly happen
to us if Proposal D passes is that our
budget would be reduced by 50 or
60 percent. Our lives will be dis
rupted if Tisch passes no matter what
funding is decided upon by the
Governor or Legislature.”
Lubbers’ comments on the Tisch
amendment were based on inform
ation released last Monday at a
Lansing press conference held by
state budget director, Gerald Miller.
At the request of Governor William
Millikcn, Miller prepared a tentative
budget assuming the passage of the
Tisch amendment. In addition to
an at least 50 percent cut in funds to
state-supported schools, Miller pre
dieted that about one-third of the
state's 70,000 employees would lose
their jobs. Most of the 84 state parks
would have to be closed. About
7,000 mental patients would have to
be moved from state hospitals to
community homes, Miller concludes,
and lie says these are only a few of
the state-services which would be
affected.

Student Senate Can’t Decide
On Source o f Lanthorn Grant

Tax Debate H eats Up
by Susan Collins
(Editor's note. This is the final article in a series o f articles dealing with
the Michigan tax proposals on the November ballot.)
A substantial amount of information is currently being circulated across
the state concerning the three tax proposals on Michigan s November
ballot, in an effort to enlighten voters.
Grand Valley, is no exception. Channel 35 taped a debate between
three proponents of the tax initiatives last Thursday. The tapes will be
aired Oct. 27 and Nov. 2.
Present for the Smith/Bullard plan, a plan which advocates a shift from
property taxes to income taxes was state Representative Perry Bullard
co-author of the tax plan.
Bullard stated that the Smith/Bullard plan ‘is aimed substantially at
quality education", adding that Proposal A was “the best for children.
Bullard felt his proposal would be a great improvement for the state’s
school system - unfair property tax assessment and guarantee local control
over programs and personnel.
Doug Roberts, Deputy Director of the state’s Department of Man
agement and Budget represented the Coalition Proposal (Proposal C)
which endorecs an additional $7,100 exemption for homeowners and a
$140 tax credit for renters. The plan calls for an increase in the sales tax
from 4% to 5.5% to recover any lost revenues.
Roberts presented the Coalition Proposal as “reasonable and respon
sible.” “It will cut your taxes, but without the implications of Proposal D
(the Tisch plan).”
Charles Wiersma, Chairman of the Conservative Caucus of the 5th Con
gressional District, was in attendance for Robert Tisch who was unable to
be there at the last minute.
Wiersma trashed the other proposals from the beginning. “Tisch is a
real tax cut- the others arc phonies,” he said. He even suggested that
Proposals A and C were actually tax increases.
Wiersma denies that the budget would have to be cut by 55% as is preuitica uy uic Governor s news release ou Get. i. He insists diat d»t nun
get will only be cut by 14%, seeing that all state revenues (including pre
sent property taxes) total $14 billion and Tisch will cut $2 billion from
the state budget. He says the 50%-60% is just the “politician’s play
money.”
However, he failed to address his opponents statements that 60% of the
state budget is constitutionally marked for certain purposes, meaning that
budget cun could not be spread “across-the-board,” but that deep cuts
would have to be made in areas not constitutionally protected including
higher education.
Last week Governor William Milliken’s budget director said that Grand
Valley would be among twelve Michigan colleges which would be closed if
the Tisch proposal passes.
Wiersma ««id the threat of Grand Valley closing if Tisch passes is
continued on page 3

"DAUGHTER RITE ” A FILM BY Michell# Citron (abovtl. will ba th* Lunchbreak Sartos taature next mono.y.
October 13. A William James College sponsored discussion/workshop will follow the noon s h o w i n g . ________

Duo Assails GVSC Herbicide U se
tilled water usd fertilizer. However,
neither Jay Bolt, the campus’s
Two
students,
Catherine Director of Housekeeping and
Behringer and Carlo Urbinati, out Grounds, nor Dave Heiss, owner of
raged it the college’s use of a herb Turf Services (the Spring Lake firm
icide containing a controversial contracted to do the spraying on
chemical, have undertaken to investi campus) would answer a reporter’s
question on how much herbicide was
gate the matter.
by Susan Collins

iiv H m A

the chemical in question is 2,4-D
(Dichlorophcnoxy acidic acid). It is,
according to sources, an active in
gredient of Agent Orange, the in
famous defoliant used during the
Vietnam War.
Applications of the herbicide
occured last week Monday and
Tuesday and was sprayed on the 135
acres of Grand Valley’s campus.
A large number of students com
plained of headaches and nausea
during the spraying, according to
Behringer and Urbinati.
In addition to the chemical, the
spray solution was composed of dis

wK-tr n w p i t t w o f that was

2,4-D in telephone interviews Tues
day.
The chemical is legal and widely
used all over the country for its
effectiveness ss a broadleaf weed
killer.
Despite the legality, sub
stantial questions have been raised
lbout its toxicity to warrant re
search by the Veterans Administra
tion and other groups.
The question is, does the chemical
contain dioxin) Dioxin is a highly
toxic compound and has been linked
to a variety of problems among labora'ory animals.
Dinvir
ktoMi fnsi n/i in 2.4-D

before, though manufacturers claim
the problem has been eradicated.
According to Bob Scheffler, a re
gional supervisor with the Depart
ment of Agriculture, dioxins are a
phenomenon of manufacturing proc
esses.
Scheffler states, “I feel that the
2.4-D on the market now is rela
tively free of dioxins.”
Boit, who is responsible for the
decision of the use of the herbicide
says, “It is under investigation
whether we want to use a liquid or a
dry form of 2,4-D or some other
chemical (in the future).”
"Until we can come up with a
suitable replacement, we will contin
ue to use 2,4-D” he added.
Behringer and Urbinati are not
sure what will happen next. Their
main objective was “to make people
aware of what’s go;ng on behind
continued on page 3

for subtracting money from student
government’s standing committees
and operational fund to provide
$6,000 to $8,000 to help the student
newspaper pay off a $15,000 deficit
in its on-campus student organization
account.
Though the Senate voted 13 to 5
to make the special grant last week,
one of the three proposals offered
this week advocated no cuts in any
of the Senate’s budgets—in effect to
overturn the earlier vote.
The Lanthorn’s deficit was incur
red during the 1978-79 school year,
when three members of the news
paper’s management staff were
charged by the Campus Judiciary
with misappropriation of student o r
ganization funds. Two of them were
expelled from school and forced to
pay restitution of a fraction of the
$22,000 debt the newspaper found
itself with in the summer of 1979.
The Editorin-Chief, Gerald Masel,
unlike the other two, made a success
ful appeal of the Campus Judiciary
finding in his case, but resigned
under pressure following a brief
strike by The Lanthorn's staff.
The debt was reduced by $6,556
during the 1979-80 school year
through increased advertising reven
ues and reduced administrative and
student wage costs. This surpassed
the $5,476 taigct for debt reduction
agreed to by The lanthorn, the
Newspaper Advisory Board (the
student-faculty-administration group
which hires the newspaper’s editor
and business manager each year), and
Vice-president Ronald VanStecland
in whose administrative division re
sides The Lanthorn’s student organ
ization account.
This year VanStecland told the
Student Senate President and Vicepresident that is the Senate did not
guarantee tnat tnc newspaper wouiu
reduce the debt by an additional
$8,000 to $10,000 he might close
The Lanthorn down.
At its Sept. 29 meeting the
Senate voted to commit $6,000 to
$8,000 of its funds to that end.
Last week, unable to decide on
how to raise the money, the Senate
voted to table the question until a
meeting Oct. 13.
The chairs of three of the standing
committees spoke against cuts in
their individual budgets.
continued on pege 3
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Lanthorn Editorials
2 .4-

Herbicide: Economics, Aesthetics, or Health?

D Should Be Avoided

all related fields on campus.
Above all, it is vital that that the health and
well-being of members of this college community
become a major priority in all matters concerning
the manipulation of our environment.

The on-campus use of an herbicide linked to the highly toxic com
pound dioxin is certainly disturbing. The chemical industry has not
shown conclusively that it can keep dioxins out of weed killers such as
2.4D. This, in itself, should preclude the use of the chemical in areas
where people arc present.
We would prefer to see a few dandelions than to take chances with
compounds which can seriously affect our health, and the health of our
unborn children as well.
It can be argued that the weeds must be kept down in order to avoid
costly re-sodding later, and that 2,4-D is the logical choice since it is the
cheapest.
Perhaps the risk is small compared to the certainty of the higher costs
of alternatives to the herbicide.
Still, great care must be taken in weighing the costs and benefits,
especially when vital information about the chemical is controlled by a
firm which is in the business of selling the product.
Care must also be taken not to infringe on the rights of persons
possibly affected by the spraying who arc not at all involved in weighing
the costs and benefits of use of the chemical, and who arc not apprised
of the possible risks even after the decision to spray is made.
We urge the college to cxccrsizc caution in matters such as these, to
seek independent assessments of the costs and benefits of chemicals used
on campus, and to inform the college community beforehand when such
vital decisions are being made.
The best course is to avoid the use of questionable chemicals entirely.

(Catherine Behringer is a junior in the College
o f Arts and Science English Department. Carlo
Urhinati is a senior at Wiliiam James College in
the Environmental Studies Program.)
by Catherine Behringer and Carlo Urhinati

Saccharin and cigarettes have a few things in
common. First of all they both may be hazar
dous to one’s health. Secondly, both products
c.trry warnings of this fact. Lastly, anyone who
uses these products willingly chooses to take that
risk with their own health.
The chemical compound 2,4-D may also be a
health hazard. Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 29
and 30, as cool winds blew and students lounged
and lunched on the grassy lawns, 34 gallons of
this very controversial herbicide (along with a
fertilizer mixture), were sprayed across the
grounds of Grand Valley’s campus. But, unlike
saccharin and cigarecttcs, 2,4-D carried no warn
ing for the hundreds of individuals who were,
unbeknownst to themselves, exposed to it in the
course of those two days.
Consequently, a large number of college com
munity members experienced such unpleasant
side-effects as headaches, nausea, dizziness,
burning eyes, etc. 2,4-D has not been banned as
it is presently unknown whether the chemical
may cause more serious long-term effects.
Jay D. Bolt, grounds supervisor of GVSC’s
Plant Department accepted full responsibility
in the matter. Said Bolt, “I knew it was 2,4-D.
1 knew of the controversy surrounding it . . . .
2.4-D has, I suppose, a harmful effect on the
population, be it the human race or animal pop
ulation.”
As for environmental concerns, Bolt’s state
ment is probably accurate. But the wholesale
application of a chemical such as 2,4-D (the p u r
pose of which is to kill broadlcaf weeds) to such
vast and highly populated an area would appear
irresponsible, even from an economic point of

view. The cost of the two-day application was
$5,870.79. The cost of three full applications
would be enough to pay an adjunct faculty salary
for an entire year.
With budget cuts that have resulted in, among
other things, the closing of Thomas Jefferson
College, nearly $6,000 spent to kill weeds seems
little less than an outrage.
*
There is something dreadfully wrong with a
system that places economics ahd aesthetics so
far above human safety and environmental con
siderations.
The concept of "majority rule" in a demo
cratic society has undoubtedly fallen by the way
side. Or has it been kicked? A few individuals in
charge of the School's grounds maintenence took
it upon themselves to delve into areas in which
they lack the expertise to make informed
choices.
The effects of many of their choices are farrcaching, as in the case of the spraying of 2,4-D.
It follows, then, that the ecosystem of GVSC be
treated more gently ami responsibly.
It is of utmost importance that a more inter
dependent relationship be established between
the Plant Department and faculty and students in

What D o You Think?
The Lanthorn welcomes guest editorials from its readers. I f
you have any views you would like to express, please feel free
to submit them to the Lanthorn for publication.
Those submitted should be double spaced and typewritten
legibly. The Lanthorn is located in the Campus Center
basement.

LANTHORN Ltttan to tha editor must include signature, address and phone
number of the writer. The address and phone number will not be printed. The
writer’s name may be withheld on request but publication of anonvmous letters is
not encouraged. Letters which ere legible and under 300 words are most likely to be
printed. All are subject to careful condensation. THE LANTHORN reserves the
right to reject any letter.

Editor,

Using Lubbers Stadium
Lubbers Stadium is used only about five times during the entire fall
semester. It is a fine little stadium which can and should be used more
often.
Why isn’t the stadium being used for events such as concerts and
music festivals?
First of all, the turf is relatively fragile. It must be protected. Turf
covers are very expensive, running as much as $15,000 for a 24-hour
rental.
Another problem is the track that surrounds the playing field. Heavy
sound trucks cannot traverse it without ruining it. Cranes need to be
brought in to lift equipment over the track. This, too, is expensive.
Another problem is that the rock and roll bands which attract the
largest crowds also tend to be destructive. The college discontinued its
“ Dome Producations” concert series long before the fieldhouse was
condemned because of the damage done to it during shows by such
greats as REO Speedwagon.
Still, all these things considered, Director of Student Activities Jeffrey
Brown thinks that concerts can successfully be staged in Lubbers
Stadium. In fact, he says, he almost got the Doobie Brothers here last
spring, due to a fluke in their schedule, except that he was unable to'get
approval for the project soon enough to confirm the act when it became
available.
Brown who ran Dome Productions during the 1970’s says that he has
worked out a budget under which concerts in the stadium could be a
money-making proposition. Ticket prices would be in line with those at
most major show places- steep- but it could be done.
The acts which he thinks could be successfully booked would not in
clude Ted Nugent or REO, but big-name shows which attract calmer
crowds.
The trick, it seems, would be to begin scheduling concerts on a
regular basis in order to make it economical to buy, not rent, a turfcover.
This is the most attractive part of the whole concept - the college
could conceivably buy this turf-cover, opening the way for studentaponsored events in the currently little-used stadium.

Guilty! You all arc.
In 1973, I remember coming to
Grand Valley to see big name con
certs, like J. Geils or War, in what
used to be a fieldhouse.
No more.
Before December 1978, all of you
18-20 year olds had the same rights
that every other adult has.
No more.
Last year, many of you had a
great time at the Blues and Jazz
festival. Many worked hard to keep
it near Zumberge.
No more.
Apathy has struck Grand Valley.
Like an old fighter, you've thrown in
the towel before the Bell (sic).
You’re not willing to even try an
other round.
1 have a theory; never bet on old
fighters or Grand Vaiicy students.
People who don’t “try, try again"
never win. And people who just
don’t give a damn always lose.
That’s why there will never be
another Blues and Jazz festival at
Grand Valley. You and l'just don't
care.
The administration is betting on
it.

home about the effects of the Tisch
plan. In my experience with talking
to pro-Tisch voters, 1 am amazed at
how they fail to see the very direct
link between voting for Tisch and the
closing of state-funded schools. I
am currently trying to convince my
own parents of this fact. If any stu
dents are willing to spend some time
informing others about Tisch, please
leave your name and number for me
at The I-anthorn office.
Audrey

Chabat

posted roads the speed limit is
55mph.
My question is, where arc signs
posted informing drivers of this
law?
If you are expecting the
student population to pick up these
pamphlets , you are crazy.
Is this an attempt by your de
partment to deceive the campus
motorists? Or hasn’t it ever occured to you that motorists would
assume it is 55? I hope some type
of action is taken to correct this
unfortunate lapse of communi
cation.
Warren Pefley

Editor,

Editor,

It seems that G.V.S.C. may be head
ing for incredible tuition decreases,
namely it may be closing next semes
ter if the Tisch plan is voted in. 1
would like to know why this news
did not make the headlines in the
Oct. 2nd issue of The Lanthorn (in
stead it was crushed into the right
bottom corner).
In addition, the importance of
students registering and voting
Rob Burgess should have been mentioned. In
particular, it would have been help
P.S. There’s an old Graham Nash ful to state the Oct. 6th registration
deadline, as well as the locations ot
song:
the Secretary of State offices and the
“We can change the woridcounty libraries.
Jle-arrange the world..."
After reading The Lanthorn 1 have
gained a lot of interest in informing
students about this crucial issue. I
am shocked that more students are
not talking about this issue and or
ganizing to help inform their fellow
students. Though it is too late to
register, it is not too late to en
courage people to vote against the
Tisch plan. I suggest that any stu
dent who is interested in coining
back to G.V.S.C next semester,
make an effort to inform his/her
parents and the other folks back

This is an open letter to .Allen
Wygant, the director of safety and
security here at Happy Valley.
I just happened to pick up one
of your pamphlets concerning
traffic and parking ordinances. In
chapter one, article 1.5, it is stated
that the speed limit on campus
drive west (heading towards Little
Mexico) is 25 mph. To my recol
lection, on non-residential, non-
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Student Aid Hikes

Thil kiln, end the one below, survived the rummer i bulldozers (photoi by
John S. VVantrt).

State Universities and l.and-Grant
Colleges. “But most of the other
cut* are 'paper cuts.’ They lowered
the amount of maximum funding of
programs, but most are still higher
than what they get anyway."
But most higher education lobby
ists consider themselves lucky to
have gotten anything. The legisla
tion, which will ultimately affect
about five million students, was
orginially introduced last year. In
early 1980, the House passed a $60
billion version while the Senate
passed a $30 billion version. Over
the summer a House-Senate confer
ence committee concocted a $49
billion compromise that the House
quickly passed, in early September,
however, the Senate sent shock
waves through the higher education

$4,000 in Kilns Bulldozed Under
by William DcBruyn
Three kilns were bulldozed when
Thomas Jefferson College went
under to the dismay of a number of
students.
The three kilns, located behind
the Ceramic Studio, where bulldozed
last summer. Together the kilns arc
valued at an estimated $4,000 - 20
cents a brick. The authorization for
the bulldozing came from Assistant
Vice-president for Academic Affairs
John Gracki.
The kilns were built by TJC
student Kevin Maclntire for the use
of all ceramic students. Maclntire
donated the kilns to TJC after
leaving the college. When TJC was
closed last year, the CAS Art depart
ment took jurisdiction of the
Ceramic Studio including the kilns.
CAS instructors indicated the owners
were given notification to remove he
kilns but since the kilns were given to
TJC no one outside the colleee

would claim them.
The three kilns used alternative
energy sources such as scrap wood
from furniture factories and recycled
oil products. The wood and oil were
used instead of the more expensive
energy sources like electricity and
natural gas. Students who planned
to build their own kilns could choose
the cheapest energy sources avail
able in their area without having to
rely strictly on gas or electric.
Included among the kilns bull
dozed was a large Raku kiln used to
fire Japanese style ceramics. The
Ceramics Dept, previously relied
upon a small electric kiln more dif
ficult to use.
Many students are dissatisfied by
the changes. Some students came
seeking a ceramics degree offered by
TJC but have been turned away.
One student, wishing to remain
anonymous, complained the changes
were mostly in cutting out alterna
tive methods for firing kilns, “mix

Tax Debate
Despite this contention, Grand Valley officials, faculty and student
organizations are on the defensive when it comes to the Tisch proposal.
President Lubbers has sent out a letter to all GVSC employees urging
them at “every opportunity to talk about Proposal D and what a vote for
or against it means." In the letter, Lubbers also tells staff to urge students
to register to vote and learn what Proposal D can do to their college.
Rod Mulder, the chair of the faculty senate, said, "If Tisch passes, there
is a very high chance that this place will close ”
He proposed that the senate send letters to Grand Valley faculty urging
them and their students to vote this November.
Student Senate member have also taken measures to gain information
on the tax plans. ■Four members attended a seminar at Eastern Michigan
University on the three tax proposals.
Student Senate Vice-president, Teresa Ereon, said, “At the conference
after each had talked, I wasn’t really very impressed with any of the plansbecause none could guarantee that (higher) education funds would not be
cut. 1 had the general feeling that funding for (higher) education would
probably be one of the first things to be cut.”
She added, “I was totally unimpressed with Tisch, the speaker didn t
seem to be dealing with reality.”
Student Senate President Lcnore Knox says, “ 1 like to see the Senate
active in defeating the Tisch proposal."
“The Tisch proposal kind of scares me, I don’t want to be in the last
graduating class from Grand Valley, Knox said.
The Senate hopes to sponsor an open forum on the tax proposals and
also provide information to students in the form of films and pamphlets.
Carol Linteau, the campus organizer for P1RGIM, also speaks out on
the tax proposal issue. PIRG1M is officially backing the Smith/BuUard
plan.
,
She says, “It (Smith/BuUard) is the most well-researched, most respon
sible answer to the problem of high property taxes.
“We endorse Smith /Bullard’s equal educational opportunities forK-12,
also because we want to preserve the essential state services threatened by

ing different clays in the class is no
longer done, and we don't throw on
the wheel as much as we used to.
A few years earlier the college
attempted to conceal the “eyesore
created by the ceramic studio’s
woodpile used to fire the kilns by
building a fence around the area.
Since then the attempts to clean up
the area have resulted in an awning
covering the kilns left standing by
the bulldozers.

community by rejecting the bill.
It was “the first out-and-out de
feat in tons of years,” recalls l,arry
Zaglaniczny of the American Council
on Education. "It came as a real
shock.”
"The higher education honey
moon is definitely over," another
official sadly remarked, observing
that congressional sentiment toward
cutting back on social programs had
apparently reached education.
Indeed, Sen. Ernest Holiings
(D-SC) voted against the compromise
bill because it helped students with
“millionaire fathers who take out
(student) loans as an investment.”
Holiings added, “I used to think ed
ucation was a good investment. Not
anymore.”
"Some senators weren’t that in
formed,” says Steve Leifman, a
student lobbyist for COPUS (Coal
ition of Independent College 8c Uni
versity Students).
To “inform”
them, Leifman and others mounted
an impressive lobbying effort, which
aimed at bringing the bill up for a
vote again.

For example, Leifman and some
Virginia student leaders showed bill
opponent Sen. John Warner (R-Va)
figures showing that his state's
studnet loan program had actually
made money for Virginia. "Write
that down!”
Warner reportedly
barked to an aide. Warner ultimate
ly voted for the version approved by
the Senate last week.
Other tactics included sending a
lobbyist's spouse to argue with Sen.
Kusseii Long (D-La) and waving pro
test banners at an American Univer
sity speech by Sen. Howard Baker
(R-Tn). Baker departed from the
text of the speech to announce he
was changing his vote on the issue to
yes.
A1 Cummings, a staffer for Sen.
Richard Stone (D-Fl), says “we were
really surprised” by the student
lobbying. Eduardo Wolle of the U.S.
Student Association says his group
mobilized “more support than we’ve
ever got" around the bill.
Yet for all the shouting, “the
change in votes was a symbolic
thing,” lobbyist Packer says.

2,4-D
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Behringer is a CAS junior major
their shoulders," says Urbinati.
She re
The pair have taken the matter to ing in creative writing.
marked, "People have asked me why
the faculty and student senates.
Behringer says they have been I’ve gotten involved with this when
labeled "radicals" who arc raising my major is writing-I breathe aire,
the issue just to cause trouble” but too, you don’t have to be a scientist
to change things like this."
she adds, “that's not the point.”
“They (students) have to believe
they have some control over their
own environment-it’s not something
they give up just because they are
Paula Callen, chair of the Pro
students," Behringer said.
Urbinati, senior, is a WJC Environ gramming Committee, said, "The
mental Studies student from Italy. budget cut would mean less program
He says, “The topic is universal, I.m ming. It could affect an alternative
concerned with any environment to the Blues Festival, and other pro
that surrounds me,”______________ gramming.”
Programming Committee sponsors
movies and other entertainment
events on campus. It started the year
with a $24,000 budget.
Tisch's irresponsible tax proposal,” Linteau said.
Allocations Committee Chair
"We reject Proposal C-the Coalition Plan-becausc it is an unfair shift to
a regressive tax, the sales tax of Michigan. A sales tax unfairly burdens John Garlicki said that cuts to his
middle and especially low income people and people forced to live on comr jrr-e would mean less money
social services. The Smith/Bullard plan would mandate a shift to an in for students organizations. His com
come tax, thus taxing pcoplf according to ability to pay, rather than de mittee started the year with a
$24,500 budget.
creasing already limited budgets, Linteau said.
Andrea Smith, the chair of the
Linteau says the one reservation the group has concerning the Smith/
Recreation Committee said she
Bullard plan is that the credit for renters in inadequate.
Pat Polach, president of the college's clerical workers union, says the couldn’t imagine any cuts in her bud
union hasn’t officially backed one of the proposals. However, she said get which stands at $3,500 for the
union members were active in petitioning to get Smith/Bullard on the year.
Senate President Lenore Knox
ballot.
said
that she thought cuts could be
Polach remarked, “ For one, I am very, very worried about the Tisch
proposal-the attractive thing about the Smith/BuUard is that it offers made in the Senate’s operational
fund which is budgeted for $7,000
property tax relief, but is more balanced."
for
the year.
Polach is also apprehensive of the Coalition Plan, saying that the in

Dean of Student Affairs Richard
Mchler, were on hand for a short
Although the Wayne State Tartar* time to discuss the effects of “Pro
showed Grand Valley who was posal C,” the so-called Tisch tax pro
“bos*," the recent Family Day won posal on the college community.
Mehler said this about the day,
out.
“I think that Family Day went real
Family Day, held Oct. 4 i* an an well and that when the parents left
nual event featuring an open house they felt comfortable with the Grand
Valley environment.”
M iilm ce halls, a performance
V* ----------------------.
Mehler also said, “We have estab
by the bra** section of the marching
band and special tour* of the college. lished a parents' advisory committee
President Azend D. Lubber* and to the president. These parents will

mated $49 billion to students and
colleges. The first bill was worth
between $46 billion and $48 billion,
according to COPUS’ Leifman.
But the defeat of the first bill
and the harried passage of the second
has shaken the Washington higher
education community, which is used
to kinder treatment in Congress.
“ It’s created a lot of uncertainty,”
Parker reflects.

Senate

from page one

crease in the sales tax is a regressive tax. She says, “It is an unfair tax and
hurst people in our income bracket."
Officials of state government generally back the Coalition proposal.
At Grand Valley, Arthur Hills, the Executive Assistant to the President
speaks for Proposal C.
Hills, stated, “My own inclination would be to support the Coalition
proposal. I simply feel its a little easier to pay a penny and half more in
sales tax, rather than pay more income tax at the end of the year. I am
unalterably against Tisch."
“I think for Grand Valley students, the faculty and the staff there is a
real stake in this situation,” says Hills.
“ Anyone who doesn’t vote for anything is voting for everything-you
have to vote for it or against it,” he added.
Although the various interest groups are not in agreement on which
proposal to back, they do agree on one point-Tisch proposal is dangerous.

Faith United Mefbodist Cburcb
2600 7tb
Grand Ra\
(M-45 east t\
north to 7tb o\

Parents Advisory Group Formed at Family Day
by Larry See

“There was a power struggle be
tween the education committee and
the budget committee," he explains.
“The budget committee proved its
demand for budget cuts was met,
though in actuality they hadn't done
that much (cutting). Once the bud
get committee was satified, people
felt it was okay to vote for the bill.”
Holiings, the budget committee
chairman and a leading opponent of
the original compromise bill in early
September, was the key. “Many
senators were waiting to sec what
Holiings would do," says Patricia
Fleming, assistant secretary for legis
lation at Dept, of Education.
“When we learned Holiings
changed his vote to approval," she
adds, “we knew the bill had a good
chance of going through.”
Few senators would admit it was
an internal power struggle that nearly
gutted federal higher education pro
grams. Florida Senator Stone said
he switched his vote from no to yes
because, on the second vote, “we had
a very good higher education bill that
also showed some fiscal restraint.”
The Second bill is worth an esti

meet two to three times yearly and
will serve as a liaison between parents
and Grand Valley in various ways. In
other words, they will be our 3 field
force."
The objectives of this board ac
cording to Mehler, are: 1. To foster
and maintain the interest and good
will of parents; 2. To continually in
form parents concerning Grand Val
ley’s operation and needs,
its
turc plans; 3. To enlist the support
of parents in the development and
advancement of the colleges, and 4.
To seek and obtain financial support
from parents.
The dean also mentioned plans for
another Family Day will be forth
coming sometime in the spring, possi
bly in April.
Only one sour aspect ruined the
day, the “Welcome Families" ng”
on the side of the Campus Center
was cut down and destroyed by t
student. “I sure would like to get
my hands on him," Mehler said

from page one
Student Senate also has a $1,000
contigency fund which rounds out its
$60,000 budget which is taken from
tuition dollars.
Because no decision was made on
how to make the cuts, Knox announ
ced, all of the budgets have been
frozen.
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SPECIAL SATURDAY
HOURS
OCTOBER 11

10:00 a m 1:00 pm
.

SUPER CHRISTMAS GUTS:
Mugs/Pennants
Souvenirs
Briefcases
Best Sellers
Shirts & Jackets
Reference Books
Calculators
Posters
Children's GVSC Imprints

. -

.

.

SPECIAL BUYS:
Traditional Sweatshirts
Fall/Winter Jackets
Winter Hats, Mittens, Gloves
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Arts/Entertainment

‘Reel Eyes’ Film Debut A Cinema Success
‘ Yazell on the screen and Yazell on

of sci-fi and western. Film editing,
camera angles and movement made
the message clear to anyone who
The Reel Eyes Cinema Guild held
allowed it to "speak” to them. Not
its first film showing at noon on
meant for otherwise “spoon-fed”
Thursday, Sept. 30 with about 25
moviegoers.
people crowded into the Cinema
Somehow, Yazell stars in his own
Center in the basement of WJC.
films (I did that once in a jogging
Reel Eyes featured Grand Valley
film and my camera suffered from
filmmakers John Yazell and Chuck
running sickness!).
Peterson.
The artist who exhibits rather
Yazell blew us away with 2 of his
commonplace external features dis thing. "Electric Housewife" is an
8mm films he calls “sci-fi, western,
played an uncommon internal flow amusing, yet poignantly distrubing
experimental avant-garde".
The
10 second statement in no yords or
of maddened creativity. His second
less.
first film “Thursday Bean Field"
film entitled “The Fiddler” brought
was exactly that - a juxtaposition
V IEW ERS EN JO Y THE 'reel' »how(photo by John S. Wanat).
an unexpected surprise, as he got
Peterson’s second animation in 16
up and plugged in his electric fid
mm color with sound was entitled
dle. The film started. Lo and be
“Space”.
This film’s time was
••
‘
hold it was a film of Yazell fiddling
compressed into just a few seconds
Other projects are also planned spastically in a field: the editing
although it involved around 500
such
as Field trips to local film festi choppy like the stroke of his bow.
nator
of
Reel-Eyes
and
William
drawings!
"Space” is another
by Jill Prince
vals and related events. Recl-Eyes Yazell on the screen and Yazell on
James student.
heavy statement on American cul
The concept of Reel-Eyes Cinema has a “ Filmmaker’s Reference File” the floor added a new dimension
ture portrayed in a rather amusing
Reel eyes is a new student organi
way. The star of the film is either
The audience
zation which supports filmmaking at Guild began with students from or media file which can be used to to film viewing.
William James’ new Cinema Center. contact people for camera loans, duly involved - moving to the off
the man or the T.V. which is hard
Grand Valley.
to tell - they arc so much alike.
“We...saw the need for an organi Visser explained, “ Some students editing, script writing, camera opera beat of the music.
The man is saturated in the T.V.
Next up was filmmaker Chuck
zation that would help support the who were interested in trying to get tion, and equipment use, as well as
screen, savoring the contents, when
craft of filmmaking at Grand Valley together other people who were in getting good advice. “If you’re a Peterson. Peterson appears quiet
and basically keep people in touch terested in film, got together and filmmaker, interested in watching and unassuming but with a ridic he imagines himself kissing the T.V.
woman with the big, red lips. Rap
with one another. There are a lot of started to organize this film guild.” films, or making films it's really im ulously suspicious sencc of humor
idly losing his sense of self, he
The Guild, which meets every portant to keep in touch with people repeatedly displayed throughout
people around who have either been
disintegrates into space, only to be
experimenting with super 8 film or other Tuesday at noon, is presently and to know who can help you out his films.
There’s so
transported
via microwaves right
just enjoy seeing some new, origional showing films produced by the ori with different things.
His first showing was an 8mm an
into the very object of his worship
films. Reel-Eyes Cinema Guild was ginators of the guild in a Fall Series. many different aspects involved with imation film entitled "Electric
(the T.V.) and becomes strapped
formed to help support these This series will be on October 14, filmmaking, that you often need Housewife”, which was done with
Great ending - you
people, said Randy Visser, an origi October 28, and November 11. help, commented Visser.
line drawings that proved in their 'within it.
Those involved in Reel-Eyes movement to be quite three-dimenshould have seen his face!
“really believe in it” and hope others sional-like. The housewife, per
“The Dance”, was another of
will too. Said Visser, “ I’d like to en forming her wifely duties in the
Peterson’s 8mm films that pro
courage anybody that is interested in kitchen, plugs her shoe into a floor voked outright laughter from its
seeing what we’re about to come socket and energizes into full audience. Its format is straight
down and meet the people that are color. Now she won’t have any forward and simple, as Peterson
involved and talk to us about what trouble functioning mindlessly^ as allowed the contents of the film
you may be interested in.”
the AC current takes care of every to take over. “The Dance” is a
by Maureen Ruddy

the floor added a new dimension to film
vie wing... the audience was involved
moving to the music.'

The

el*Story Behind The Eyes.
R

by Kevin Connors

Jones Comes Back Strong
The year 1980 seems to be the big year of the comeback, with old
bands re-grouping, and a bunch of stiffs who haven’t bothered to asess
the means of their livelyhood in the last few years suddenly finding them
selves back in the studio.
Jazzers arc drooling over the prospect of reported signs of life in Miles
Davis, rockers are on pins and needles over the prospect of a new Bruce
Springsteen double album; and new everyone’s waiting for John Lennon’s
re-emergence.
As for me, the big one I’ve been waiting for has just arrived in my grasp.
No, its not a pre-release rough mix of the new Clash album, or some newly
unearthed Eddie Cochran sides. Instead, what I’ve searched the “new
release" racks for all summer is here at last, and it’s the brand new album
from George Jones. Yup, that’s right, THE George Jones.
The George Jones in question is the one-time rockabilly star, who, like
so many, turned to a career in straight country music. Yet George wasted
no time in breaking away from the pack, and reigned thru the 6 0 ’s and
most of the 7D’s as country music's undisputed top male singer. After
Jones’ storybook marriage to the Queen of Country, Tammy Wynctte,
dissolved a couple of years ago, George began hitting the bottle—hard—
and it sounded like George was just going through the motions, at best.
Some said Geotge was all done-period.
But then, this summer, a single showed up on the radio that must have
blown away doubts as whether ol’ George was finished or not. “ He
Stopped Loving Her Today” was the A-number one guts record on the
radio, besides being the most poignant love song this side of Joy Division's
Love Will Tear Us Apart”.
'.Veil . . . the album has finally arrived, and if the recent duo album with
Johnny Paycheck was just for fun, I Am What I Am (Epic) plavs for keeps.
The single’s here; in fact it leads the album, which typically means that
everything that follows is downhill. Not the case here, however, as every
thing else is as good as the hit. The emphasis is on barroom ballads, the
kind of thing George can do like nobody else, and for once Billy Sherril
manages to keep a tight reign on the arrangements, with a minimum of
fluff. When George sings “If Drinkin’ Don’t Kill Me (Her Memory Will)” ,
this is no bogus sceniario; you’ve gotta believe him. There’s eight more
cuts that can knife into your heart, all of them tough as nails; each good
enough to rave on about at length.
At any rate, this album is a cause for celebration; one of the great
singers in all popular music, back in his element at last. Jones' / Am
What I Am deserves all the audulation of Sinatra's “Trilogy," but more
importantly, it deserves your attention. It’s not often it gets this good.

“TH E IN FECTIO N S" APPAREN TLY left the gang at Farmer Johns
looking for a cure from their unruly New Wave style (photo by
Sue Kazlaw).

the Green Room (Rm. 105) of the
•Calder Fine Arts Building, from
With two plays already in the re 4 :0 0 -5 :3 0 pm.
Unlike the other two plays.
hearsal stage, PAC's Theater Depart
Museum,
which opens October 15, at
ment announces auditions for trill
another play. Feiffer’s People, a pol the Race • Street Gallery, and the
itical and psychological comedy musical Celebration, which opens
wutten by cartoonist and playwright ■October 29, in the LAT, Feiffer’s
Jules Feiffer will be presented People is an all-student production.
This play will be produced, directed,
December 3,4, & 5.
and
performed, by students.
Audirio-J will be held October
Two all-student productions were
g A 9 (Wednesday A Thursday), in

ing good stage presence of a poten
tial new wave band, they had the
seemingly impossible task of sipstaging the group’s bass player.
Bedecked in black, skin tight
acetate pants, glitter T-shirt and
more eye make up than Max Factor,
this New Wave alien infuriated the
audience beyond normal FJ’s eti
quette. At one point a man, ap
pearing to just want a closer look,
stood in front of the stage and stared
in disbelief. Midway through the
third set an unknown assailant
launched a roll of toilet paper at
the stage.
After a night of endless character
assasinations and a series of negative
articulations, the band got what
was to be the first and last positive
crowd reaction. Upon announcing
their last song of the night the audicnce roared it’s approval,

It was far from the usual fun and
frolic last week at Farmer John’s
Weenie Wednesday. The normally
passive clientele were upset, insulted
and unruly as the band “ Infections”
spread their musical plague.
The group kept up an unrelcntlcss
attack on your intellegence. Scatter
ing singles like “I’m an Orgasm
Addict” and “She’s a Whore” left
patrons that night searching for a
pennicillin vacination.
Despite verbal abuse and threaten
ing accusations as to the genetic heritage of the bass player, the band
members showed great intestinal
fortitude in just finishing out each
set.
Instrumentally, they’ were not
together. The drummer was reminiscent of the kid in the apartment
below you just learning to hit the
With that, one more roll of
drum head for the first time. The
guitarists repeated scale after scale Charmin whizzed past the bass man’s
of similar lead licks. Though show head.

Comedy Duo Tickle M ealtim e Funnybones
by Cheryl A. Gordon
The comedy team O ’Brian and
Severa came to entertain the diners
in the Saga Dining Room this past
Monday.
The performance that
they put on was indeed one of the
funniest shows ever at GVS, next to
Second City.
The skit with John Wayne and
d in t Eastwood smoking dope and
sniffing cocaine in the meadows was
really funny. Another sketch mim
icked Stirski and Hutch breaking in-

PAC Announces Audition for Play
By Thomas L.L. Sau liberty 111

film about a group of hundreds of
people trying to dance in unison
in New York’s Central Park. People
of all ages, backgrounds, of all
different rythms; but people who
like to dance. A refreshing com
ment on the American Melting Pot.
Lastly, Chuck Peterson showed
the first part of his Alaskan docu
mentary. The film opens with the
sun setting (time-exposure shows it
setting in just a few seconds) over a
fiery lake with a family of ducks
slowly disappearing into the red
dened darkness. Peterson shows us
animated scenes of acorns dancing
on his own face, time-exposures of
Alaska clouds blowing frantically
over snow-tipped mountains and
people clamouring at designated
tourist spots.
The film is an hour long and well
worth the viewing. In fact, one
should see it in its entirely so as
to really get the feeling of having
been there.
The next film fest will be Oct. 14,
featuring Boyd Nutting and Kevin
Wells. Nutting says “Be there or be
square!”.

produced last year, Sexual Perversity
In Chicago, directed by Kurt Beiges,
and Lovely Afternoon, directed by
Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III, both of
these productions enjoyed reasonable
success These two plays were the
beginning of a campaign to turn the
Campus Center Theater into a work
shop-oriented theater for students.
For more information about the
auditions call the Theater Depart
mem.

to a room shooting up all the people; 3
and then turning to each other saying 8
it was only a tupperware party.
The crowd was really in laughter.
O’Brian and Sevara do a variety of
material, including impersonations of
famous people, animals, commercials
you name it they do it. In an inter
view afterwards they discussed their
background quite openly.
The team was 18 when they first
started out with their career.
Another comedy group’s perform
ance at the college they attended in
spired them to go into the comedy
field. They are both college gradu
ates; and have traveled all over the
United States, visiting over 250 coll
ege campuses and playboy clubs.
O’Brian and Sevara also appeared
on the “Mcrv Griffin Show” and
“Midnight Special." The comedy
couple is now heading south to do
sone shows,, including the tele
vision shows "Rock Concert",
"Mike Douglas” ; and the “Chicago
Festival.
The insane laughter of the crowd
IT WASN'T HARD to put a i
proved that if you missed their show,
i of O'Brim and tararalphoto by Bob Smfar).
you misted a treat.
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Gallery To Offer Variety For N ew Season
reception—with refreshments! -usual
ly held in the first week of each new
The Campus Center Art Gallery show, and many of the art objects
has big plans for the 1980-81 year, are for sale.
Art Gallery hours arc: Monday,
with shows ranging from drawings,
prints, photography, and mixed Wednesday, and Friday 10 a.m.media to wood reliefs, pottery, 5 p.m., and Tuesday and Thursday
weaving, and folk art. There is some 12-5 p.m.
thing for practically every interest,
CC Art Gallery Schedule
and all are encouraged to visit.
(subject to change)
The Art Gallery, located on the
third floor of the Campus Center,
now - Oct. 11
has a friendly and informal atmos
phere combined with a professional
"Impressions,” by Jar, Richardson, is
attitude toward the art being ex
an exhibit of clay Vessels and draw
hibited.
Jean Neidlinger, an art
ings fashioned in delicate forms and
education and art therapy student
earth tones, and patterned with Jan’s
who organizes the shows, has said
unique detailed designs.
that student interest is "picking up,"
but she would like to see more
Oct. 13 - Nov. 7
people stopping by.
Advertisements in the Grand
Janczynska-Boshewicz’s
Rapids, Holland, and Grand Haven Wilma
newspaper, as well as a mailing list, “Retrospective" is a mixed media
draw outside interest to the shows. exhibit that employs painting, draw
There is an excellent opportunity to ings, oil, acrylic, gesso, and collage
talk with each artist at his/her in an abstract design to make a social
by Nancy Daugherty

WHAT-A-MELON of fun w h had by the re*id«nt» of Robinion
Houle during lait week'i 'Watermelon Fun" games. Eight teamt
braved the cold and rein to vie in the atrenuous Seed Spitting and
Head Rolling contents, at well at the tolerance testing Eating and
Hat Carving competitions. The event was sponsored by the
Robinson House RA's and the GVSC Housing office (photo by
Allen Letson).
________________ _

Homecoming Weekend

W hat’s Happening

The Fog - chiller-thriller. Sun. Oct. 12,
7 pm. Menitou Hail. $1.00.
Inside Women Inside’' - experience of
women prisoners while doing time. Thur.
Oct. 1 6 ,12 pm. PAC Rm. 151. Free.
Michelle Citron, Film Maker will show her
award - winning film "Daughter Rite". A
narrative fiction about women in nuclear
families. Mon. Oct. 13, 12 noon CFAC.
Free.

Stage 3-opens its season w'th "Muieum"
at tha Race Street Gallery, Wed.-Sun.,
Oct. 15-19. Ticket info available in
Theatre Office, 147 CFAC.

March 2 - March 20
Photography exhibits by Monique
Timmer and Jeremy Connally por
tray aspects of society and nature.
Monique specializes in hand coloring,
and he' unframed photographs
mostly portray people, architecture,
and nature. Jeremy is from Grand
Haven; therefore, many of her photo
graphs are of Lake Michigan beaches
and nature.
Nov. 20 • Nov. 26

Polychrome Wood Reliefs are exhib
ited by James Clover, teacher at
Grand Valley and Director of the CC
Art Gallery. James works with re
peated wood shapes, stacked and
arranged to create table and wall
pieces, and boxes. They are painted
with polychrome to achieve a very
bright, colorful, and playful effect.
March 21 - March 27

Drawings and prints are exhibited
by Diane Zeeuw, a BFA (Bachelor
of Fine Arts) candidate at Grand
Valley.

Prints and drawings are exhibited
by BFA candidate Joe Hormoth.
March 30 - April 3

Dec. 1 - Dec. 7
Oil paintings and drawings by BFA
candidate Laurie Hoscheit are on
exhibit.

Prints exhibited by BFA candidate
Mike Burghuis.
April 3 - April 10

Dec. 9 - Jan. 11

April 13 - May 8
Mixed media and paper weaving are
shown by Richard Storey, alias Student showing of prints
The movie "Camelot" ■will be shown Sat. Dick Michigan, a Grand Rapids drawings.
Oct. 11, 7 pm, 11 pm, and 1 am.
artist from Muskegon. Dick’s show
includes prints, drawings, book
Merlin the Magician Sat. Oct. 11, 8:30 making, and paper weavings. He
10 30 pm C.C.
weaves old billboards into his own
Frae dance with the band The Imagina designs, which include mobile envi
tions Oct. 11,11 pm C.C. Theatre
ronmental paper weavings for the
outdoors.

Harpsicord Concert
C.C.

Fri. Oct. 10 noon

American Peinting-lecture given by
J. Grey Sweeney, GVSC Art History
prof, and author of the newly published
American Painting catalogue. Free at
Muskegon Museum of Art.. 296 Weloster
Ave., Sun., Oct. 12, '. p.m.

Coffeehouse Oct. 11, 2 am main lounge
C.C.

What's Happening welcomes notice*
of ell campus or campus-releted events.
Information must be submitted at least
one week prior to the issue publication
is desired (Lanthorn is distributed Wed.
night), along with sponsor name c/o Arts
and Entertainment Editor, The Lanthorn
All notices supiect to editing.

Jan. 13 - Feb. 6
An American Folk Art Collection,
organized by Jean Neidlinger, is
still in the tentative stages, but
potentially a fascinating combination
of Dr. K itdifi’s antique Folk Art
Collection in Grand Haven, and
contemporary folk art objects—such
as quilts, musical instruments, and
woodcarvings.

S C R A P P A P E R ' We will re
cycle any color of 8% x 11
paper which has ont blank
side. Pick up is no problem.
Just call ext. 608 and leave a
message for Dave Poll.

Inn through Saturday Oct.11
Celebration a political rock-musical theatrical experience, will be performed Oct.
29 - Nov. 1, CFAC-LAT, 8 pm. Tickets
$1.50 studentsand $3 general.

Voyager to the Giant Planet* continues
at the GR Museum Planetarium thru
Nov. 30, with shows »t 2:30 pm Sat-Sun.
$1 general, 75 cents students.

A Night of Sweet Sensation dance spon
sored by the Kappa Alpha Psi Sweethearts,
Sat , Oct II Commons, I0 p.m. 2 am. for
a buck and a half

IK -

**

Monday Night is Ladies’ Night

at
SWAMP FOX’S

The Army was no laughing matter
until Judy Benjamin joined it.

la O T riT O B
★ Featuring-*

House Wine, Draft Beer
Games People Play :
Nine Men’s Morris

Backgammon

J*L

Checkers
Darts

o

Free
Live Entertainment

,

located in Standale across from McDonalds
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Video Oct. 11 at midnight mam lounge
C.C.

Babel Con 1980-the local event of the
year for Star "Trekkies" will be held
at Holiday Inn East, GR, Oct. 24-26.
Info can be obtained by contacting Steve
Harrison, 1355 Cornell Dr. SE, GR
49506. SASE inquirv only.

Yuwanna - Rock-n-Roll band will be
appearing in Grand Rapids at the Bavarian

Silkscreen and prints are exhibited
by Takeshi Takahara, who teaches
printmaking at CAS.

Exhibit by BFA candidate Miette H.

Lectures/
Talks

*

A Chorus Line-will be presented at
Miller Auditorium, Fri., Oct. 31, 8 p.m.
(Patran’s Choice Series Program) end
Sat., Nov. 1 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. Call the
auditorium for ticket info.

Feb. 9 - Feb. 24

Nov. 10 - Nov. 20

Marlin The Magician and Teasers Fri. Oct.
10,11:30 pm. C.C.

Music in Grand Rapids—1040 to 1940
exhibit held in conjunction with the
opening of PAC. Exhibit includes a series
of Sunday afternoon concerts Museum
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.,
1 to 5 p.m. Sat., Sun., and holidays-

□rand Rapids Civic Billet-opens with the
performance of "Minkus Variations" with
New York Ballet stars Patricia McBride
and Helgi Tomasson, Tues., Oct. 14
and Wed., Oct. 15, 8 p.m. at Grand
Center. General $6, students $3. Call
454-4771 for more info.

statement. It is Wilma's intention
that the observer become an active
participant in pondering and inter
preting her art.

OPENS OCTOBER 10TH
AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

O
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Rivals B ite The D ust

Tennis Squad M auls Conference Foes
haul>
by Sue Shauh

COACH DON DICKINSON and tennis player Patty Dickinson are
all smiles after their victory over Wayne State (photo by Bob Stofer).

Grand Valley’s women's tennis
team smashed Wayne State's 55
game winning streak by a score of
5-4. That win plus four others
last week left the lakers in first
place in the Great I.akcs conference
and still undefeated.
“The match was a lot closer than
I would have liked," said Coach
Dickinson, "Luannc Price won it
for us. We had four matches won
when she went on the court. She
was down 0-4 in the second set but
came back to win 7-5, 7-5.”
The girls started out with an ad
vantage by winning all three
doubles matches.
The three
doubles teams have not lost a
match all year. Number six singles
Marti Loud breezed through her
matched posting a 6-1, 6-0 win.
“After Marti and Louannc had
won their matches it took alot of
pressure off the other girls. Had
they needed to, our number one
and two singles could have won
since both were close matches,”
said Dickinson.
Tuesday, Oct. 2, Grand Valley
took on Ferris State and stunned
them winning by a score of 7-2.
Nancy Mack played really well
in that match as she beat Shelly

PASSES

ONE O F GRAND valleys standing traditions, the Laker mascot, the
Great Lakar (photo by Sue Kaxlaw).

"Nancv
"Nancy got more consistant
conxistant as
the match continued and she event
ually wore down her opponent,"
said Dickinson.
Coach Dickinson was also
pleased with Louannc Price’s per
formance against Ferris, "Louannc
has been up and down lately in
her matches, but in this match site

PATTY DICKINSON, THE number one tennis seed (photo by Bob

FILM

All Sports Passes are available at
Have lunch with the football
the Fieldhouse. For $20.00 a stu coaches.
Every Tuesday in the
dent will be admitted to every Hardy Room, downstairs in the Cam
Grand Valley sponsored athletic pus Center the Grand Valley foot
event. This includes reserved scats ball staff will show films of the
for football, volleyball, wrestling, previous Saturday’s game and will be
men’s, and women’s basketball.
available for discussion.
Staff and Faculty can purchase
Lunch bcigns at 12:15 p.m. and
general admission Family passes for food may be purchased at the snack
$40.00. The passes are good tor all | bar or brown bags arc welcome. Stumembers of the immediate family ' dents, faculty, and staff members
and may be purchased in office 98 arc encouraged to attend the weekly
of the Fieldhouse or call ext. 259.
s film sessions.
i
____
^

Fieldhockey
Team Loses
by Chris Dowdell
Grand Valley lost two fieldhockey
games last week, one to Hope at
home, and one to Albion on the
road.
Hope defeated the Lakers by a
two to one margin with the winning
goal coming on a “fluke” play in
the second half.
Grand Valley scored first on a
goal by Shawn Perry with an assist
by Kelly Kenucci.
Then, Dope
scored to tic the score one to one
just before the half. Coach Schaar
said, “ Hope was more aggressive
than we were, but I was happy with
the tie.”
In the second half a shot from the
circle, which doesn’t count, was
slowly rolling towards the goal line.
The goalie moved away to let it by
and a Hope player rushed up and
touched it with her stick, making it
count. Coach Schaar remarked that,
“ It was just a fluke; one of those
things that happen.” Schaar added
that "we played a good game in the
second half and got fine play out of
a goal by Faith Heikkilla.”
Albion, the Division III league
leader and undefeated, simply out
classed the Lakers 4-0, scoring two
goals in the first 15 minutes of play
off comer shots.
Coach Schaar said “Albion is an
excellent team on offense and
defense and three of the four goals
were scored on beautiful plays.”
Grant. Valley’s team record is now
1-4 with eight more games to play.
With the team only averaging four
months experience. Coach Schaar
added that “We’re improving every
game but must of the teams we
pby have at least one or two yean
experience, and half our team is
made up of beginning players. ”

really brought her game around and
improved. It was at the right time
too, before the match against
Wayne State."
The women started their second
round of conference matches as
they traveled tot he Upper Peninsula
last weekend. The weather wasn't
the only thing biting as Grand

Valley stomped
stomped ILake
Valiev
^r Superior
9-0 then creamed Michigan lech by
the same score.
One exciting match was number
one singles Kelli Drcsinga against
Nancy Currie. The match went
three sets and into the final point
of the tie breaker to decide a
winner. The point bad gone about
five rallies when Drcsinga went for
a back hand, cross court shot that
was a winner. The final match
score was 6*3, 7-6, 7-5, with the tic
breaker going to 54.
The woman boast a conference
record of 9-0. and an overall mark
of 10-0.
Although Lake Superior and
Mich. Tech didn't provide it,
Coach Dickinson expects tougher
matches the second time around,
“When you’re on top everybody
gets up for you. You become a
target to aim for,”
lie feels that the girls must stay
mcntally tough especially in prev
iously easy matches, “ If they beat
someone easily the first time, they
can’t automatically expect to win
with the same case. Mental concen
tration is going to be very impor
tan t.”
Grand Valley’s next home match
will be Friday against Northwood,

Cross Country Team Explodes
A t Spring A rbor Invitational
by Roy Tinsley

The 16th Annual Spring Arbor
Invitational last Saturday proved
“exciting" for Grand Valley's cross
country five milers.
The Lakers took first place in the
six team meet with 36 points.
The weather was cold and rather
cloudy but that didn’t seem to
bother the overall winner, Mike
Axinn, of the University of Chicago,
who crossed the finish line at 25-.20
(a record for the Spring Arbor five
mile course).
Weather did not seem to be a
problem for Grand Valley’s Glen
Bradley either as he stepped across
the finish line just 25 seconds later at
25:45.
Bradley, a sophomore from Char
lotte is one of the Inker’s strongest
five milers and has proved this in
the past few runs finishing first for
Grand Valley at the Olivet, Saginaw
and Spring Arbor (third overall)
Invitationals.

Meanwhile, the strength of the
Lakers seems to be improving as the
season moves into its fourth week.
At Spring Arbor the squad ran prob
ably their best race of the season
with Rich Christansen finishing
second for Grand Valley and sixth
overall.
Christansen stopped the
clock at 26 29, followed closely by
Greg Hyde at 26:30 and Doug
Kuiper at 26:52.
Sophomore Dave Lodes finished
eleventh overall, still under 27 min
utes at 26:59.
Northwood Institute took second
place honors with 60 points while
the University of Chicago finished
third taking 66 points.
Spring
Arbor, Henry Ford College and
Grand
Rapids
Baptist College
rounded out the meet’s participants.
Coach William Clinger felt “the
team ran their best race of the year”
and also stated that they had the
“best grouping from one to five of
the season”. The Lakers play host
Saturday at The Grand Valley In
vitational at 10:30 a.m.

Volleyball Team Looks
For Consistency In
Battles
iV Q O U A

PLAYING WITH DETERMINATION THE Ldwrs triad, but to little avail (photo by Bob itoreri.

This Week With The Lakers
3:30 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 9

Field Hockey at Calvin

Friday, Oct. 10

Field Hockey vs NORTHERN
Tennis vs SAGINAW VALLEY
Volleyball at Lake Superior with
Oakland Univ. and Saginaw Valley

4 p.m.
3 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 11

Football vs SAGINAW VALLEY
Gross-Country Grand Valiev - Inv.

1:30 p.m.
10 30 am .

Sunday, Oct. 12

Soccer at Hillsdale

1 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 14

Field Hockey at Olivet
Tennis at Wayne
Volleyball at Central Michigan

4 p.m.
3 p.m.
7 p.m.

Wednesday. Oct. 15

Soccer vs Grand Rapids J.C.

4 p.m.

AD home games are in capitals.

7 p.m.

by Fred Garrett
The similarities between the
laker volleyball team and a roller
coaster are startling. Up and down,
up and down, quite a ride.
On Saturday morning the Lakers
met Hillsdale at the West YMCA
and though still drowsy, squeaked
by 2 games to one(l 5-10, 7-15,
15-13).
Coach Boand admitted
that her team “did not play well
and that the passing was very
poor.”
That afternoon the Laker pro
pensity of playing poorly continued
but the opponent changed. Wayne
State was not Hillsdale and the
Tartars soundly whipped Grand
Valley 15-4 and 15-8.
“ Once again we passed very
poorly. We have to pass well in
order to set up the point of attack.
Saturday we committed a total of
27 pass errors,” said Coach Boand.
This was attributed to lack of
Concentration but not every
players mind was in dream-land.
Helen Amhuetz and Mary Belt con

tinued to play to their usual top
form. “ Helen and Mary led us in
bills with 13 and 14 respectively.
Mary also had 8 good blocks . . .
thev continue to be my leading
attack players.”
Friday night the Lakers opened
with a resounding victory over Lake
Superior State, (of course, most
rollercoaster rides do start at the
pinnacle of the track), beating them
15-5, 11-15,15-5. “Wr nlaved vrrv
well Friday night. Jane Johnson
did a super job."
The Lakers will travel to Lake
Superior State this Friday to meet
the host team, Saturday. Saginaw
Valley and Oakland will provide
the challenge. The team, 2-1 in
the conference needs desperately
win these games to stay in conten
tion for the top spot held by Wayne
State.
"We will work on our passing
game so we can attack more and I
think the rest will take care of
itself.*’ Down and up, down and
up.
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Football Squad Outplays W ayne
Lose T o M ental M istakes 10-7
by Fred Garrett
If the game between Wayne State
and Grand Valley were an election,
Wayne State would win the Electoral
College on the basis of "90" points
scored 10-7, But the winner ac
cording to the "popular vote" must
be mental mistakes. Grand Valley’s
"self-destruct” offense committed
six tum-overs and in the first half
dropped five passes, one a sure
touchdown.
"Those were possibly five big
plays.
Our skills players didn’t
quite get the job done,” commented
Coach Jim Harkcma.
The offense did do the job in
piling up yardage outgaining Wayne
413 to 204 total yards. But points
flashing on the scoreboard win
games -not total yardage.
A Grand Valley fumble set up
the first Tartar field goal late in the
first quarter.
The stingy Laker
defense was not giving up any touch
downs on this cniiiy Saturday after
noon.
A bad exchange from center
caused another Laker turnover on
their next possission, but once
again the nightly Laker defense

drove Wayne back.
The fumble
hail occurred on the Laker 18
yard line.
later in the quarter, upon driving
to the Tartar 25 yard line, the Lakers
threatened again.
But on fourth
and one another bad exchange ended
the threat.
Grand Valley scored their lone
touchdown at the close of the half.
Quarterback David Quinley lofted
a perfectly thrown aerial to a streak
ing Michael Woods who raced be
tween two defenders to complete the
58 yard connection.
Disaster struck again midway
through the second half. Quinley,
scrambling for his life, tried to
throw the ball all the way back
across the field and Wayne defender
John Kersey picked it off and raced
44 yards untouched into the cr.uzonc.
Late in the fourth quarter the
Lakers threatened again, but the ball
squirted loose as fullback Jim
Meerman strained for those extra
precious yards.
Wayne recovered
on their own 10 yard line.
A last-ditch effort by Grand
Valley seemed ended when an
over-thrown Quinley pass was picked

off with four minutes remaining
but not so.
The “ Grand" defense, that played
magnificantly throughout the whole
game, once again stymied the I artar
offense and forced them to punt on
fourth down. Wayne punter. Chuck
Aldrich, hobbled the punt and
linebacker Kurt Fredricks was there
to pounce on him.
Taking over on the Wayne 30
with the crowd sensing an instant
replay of the Hope contest, the
Lakers moved the ball to the Tartar
12 (on the strength of an unsports
manlike penalty on Wayne Coach
Stephan Fickert). Forced to scram
ble out of bounds by the Wayne
defense, Quinley lost two yards on
third down. On fourth down and 6
from the 12 yard line. Coach
Harkcma summoned Kamal Cariuty
to attempt a 30 yard ficldgoal
(Cariuty had previously missed from
25 yards out.). The officials ruled
the kick wide to the right as the
jubilent Wayne team ran out the
remaining 49 seconds.
The defense wasn’t the only
bright spot.
“The offensive line
played well. Herman Benson played
a super game; we are very pleased
with him. He’s just a freshman going
against all those experienced guys,"
lauded Harkcma.
“We hung in there and did every
thing we could; you’ve just got to
execute. We're not down, but it
just hurts to play well and hard and
still lose."
This Saturday’s game will be
against Saginaw Valley.

SPLIT-END T E D D O N G V ILLO (81) on one reception that was held ontolphoto by C. E . Heveker).
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With This Entire Ad
One Ticket $1.75 M-Th

The Exterminator

In G od W e T ru st

0

CLASSIFIEDS

QUAD

Treat Yourself
To A Show

29th SI it E Beitfine - South ol Eistbrooh Mai

OH GOD BOOK II 1,0 Private Benjamin

"500 intriguing books and maga
zines in garage at 2589 Lk. Mich
igan Dr. NW. Call 453-082 3 or
453-8652.

o

In God We Trust Terror Train m
*

Oct. 9
D A LA N

Oct. 13 -14
FRO ST

Oct. 15 -16
R E D W IN G
TH IS MISSED PASS by Mike Woods is typical of the way the Lakers
played Saturday(photo by C. E . Heveker).

Soccer Squad
Loses Tough

Douma

T H E L0 W EN B R A V CUB.
SEVEN OUNCES OF GREATNESS IN A PACK OF EIGF1T.

Game 2-1
by Chris Dowdell
The soccer team played one out
of two scheduled games the 'ast
week because Hillsdale College failed
to show.
Against Ferris State the Lakers
lost 2-1 in a game assistant coach
Mark Cunningham called “the best
game
played
as
a
team .
Cunningham added that ‘the games
against Ferris are usually physical
sort of a grudge game but this one
was played very well.
Ferris took a 1-0 lead in the first
half. Grand Valley came back to
score ten minutes into the second
half on a goal by centerhalfback
Andy Robinson. Then with ten min
utes to play. Ferris scored the
winning goal, bringing the Lakers
record to one win, four losses and
one tie, with three of the four
losses coming by oae gos.With Hillsdale it * - * 1 “=*“
next dme because they never showed

214 E ast Fulton Ph. 458-9393
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Event Like none ever before at G.V.S.C.

Homecoming i s ........................................................... CAM EL O T
FRID AY A N D SATU RD AY o f THIS WEEK
October 10

-Friday
10:00
- 1:00
11:30 turn.
12:00 noon
6:30 p.m.

Bookstore will be open
M r. Fingers the Magician Campus Center
Baroque and Beyond
Campus Center
(from the Grand Rapids Symphony)
Pep Rally
Robinson Field

October 11 - Saturday
12:00 noon
1:30 p.m .
B E THERE A T 7:00 P .M

IT S
ALL
FREE

Homecoming Parade from South Field House L ot
G. V.S.C. vs. Saginaw Valley Stadium

CAM ELOT BEGINS
-Free Food (for first 200 guests o f the court)

-Special Costumes

-“CAMELOT” (The film )

-Coffee Houses

-Dance, Dance, Dance,

(Live Band)

-Special Video Movies

-M ulti-M edia Environment
-Mr. Fingers as Merlin the M agician w ill open his predictions

3.-00 a.m.

Thus Cometh THE EN D

(Sponsored by the Housing and Student Activities Office)

